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MAKING A DIFFERENCE: MORE GIGS, BETTER PAY 
 
by Bruce Johnson* 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
[This is a paper which was to be presented at the second national conference of the 
Australasian Jazz and Improvisation Research Network, which took place  in 
Melbourne, on the weekend of June 2-3,  2018. For personal reasons, however,  
Bruce Johnson was unable to attend that conference.] 
 

 
 
Trumpeter Bruce Johnson in 1976. This photo was probably taken in Sydney’s 
Vanity Fair Hotel… PHOTO CREDIT NORM LINEHAN 
 
Part 1 - Getting the Funding 
 
There is currently a revival of anxiety about the declining level of live music in 
Australian cities, so it seems like a good time to report on a research project into the 
state of live performance opportunities for popular musics in New South Wales 
conducted over a decade ago. It resulted in parliamentary debate and significant 
changes relating to entertainment legislation which demolished many obstacles to 
the presentation of live music. I therefore present this paper as a case study in how to 
give social actualisation to our work as music researchers, to answer the question ‘So 
What?’ 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
*Bruce Johnson currently holds a number of honorary professorships in 
universities in Australia, Finland and the UK. He has long been active as a jazz 
musician, broadcaster, record producer and government advisor on arts policy. He 
co-founded the International Institute for Popular Culture in Finland, and his 
academic publications number several hundred, including author/editor of over a 
dozen books. 
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Personal Background 
 
The project was a direct intervention in a demotic public sphere framed by 
discourses notorious for their casual hyperbole, such as press releases, promotional 
material, scare headlines. Nonetheless its success was dependent on academic 
research discipline grounded in work as a historian and cultural theorist, and many 
years experience in music policy development.  This included: 
• President of the Jazz Co-ordination Association of NSW for eleven years, up to 
2001.  
• Member of the Music Committee, NSW Ministry for the Arts for three one year 
terms.  This involved scrutinising and making decisions on many hundreds of grant 
applications, from Opera Australia to local regional performance projects.  
•  The foundation of the commonwealth government’s National Jazz Alliance,  
• Founding the country’s only publicly funded national jazz archive, hosted by the 
National Film and Sound Archive;  
• Member of the External Advisory Committee, Sydney Conservatorium; 
In addition, several decades in community broadcasting, involving administration, 
record and documentary radio production. 
 
Also invaluable as grounding is a career as a jazz musician. At peak activity in the 
1970s, I was virtually professional in terms of income and numbers of gigs, and at the 
time of this project was still playing at least one a week. Ironically, in the course of  
conducting this research, I became a victim of the phenomenon I was investigating.  I 
led a band in a residency in a city pub, which folded, we imagined because of changes 
in gaming legislation. 
 

 
 
The Eclipse Alley Five in 1976, L-R, Terry Fowler (tuba), Graham Kellaway (banjo), 
Bruce Johnson (trumpet), Viv Carter (drums), Paul Furniss (reeds). This group 
performed at the Vanity Fair for almost 16 years …  PHOTO CREDIT NORM LINEHAN 
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Industry Background 
 
This incident leads me to sketch the context within which the study was initiated.  
Jazz gigs in Sydney cover a broad range. I have played festivals, jazz club 
engagements, mall promotions and corporation parties, private parties, weddings 
and funerals, and concerts in every venue from Opera House to local schools.  These 
pay well, but unless you use an agent (which I never have), they are very sporadic. 
Basically the whole festival circuit is now dominated by agents.  In Sydney there have 
been two regular bread-and-butter venues for jazz musicians. One category has been 
licensed clubs, which, ironically, have been able to fund services like live music 
through poker machine revenue. The other is the jazz pub. The pay is poor, but 
regular - a professional musician can budget, if modestly, on its continuity. 
Furthermore, this has been the crucial venue in sustaining and incubating the 
Sydney jazz scene as a site of living community music. The jazz pub doesn’t just 
create jazz, it creates the jazz community. 
 
Industry Changes 
 
The 1980s through the 1990s saw changes in the socio-economic context of jazz 
performance. Some of these were responses to very particular developments such as 
the introduction of Random Breath Testing in 1982. Others were sea changes, such 
as the rising value of CBD real estate.  These were associated with increasing rigour 
in enforcing various public entertainment statutes (such as fire regulations) 
prompted by, among other things, the Luna Park fire in 1979. 
 
The most recent intimations of a sudden decline came to my ears through two 
networks.  The first, as always, was the gig gossip network. But it was confirmed in 
my role as administrator, when reports began coming in to the Jazz Co-ordination 
Association of residency terminations. The general pattern was that the decline was 
in pubs, and many musicians were reporting the loss of their particular performance 
space in the pub to poker machines. This was certainly consistent with the recent 
liberalisation of gaming legislation, which had particular revenue benefits for pubs. 
 
Pilot Research 
 
The popular music scene in general, and jazz in particular, thrives on bar-room 
anecdote, which quickly becomes so deeply ingrained as “truth”, that part of the 
political weakness of the jazz community is its willingness to present unchecked 
gossip in support of its lobbying.  Before any reasonable case could be put to the 
government, it was necessary to conduct some preliminary focused research. There 
were five tactical phases in the gathering and dissemination of those data. 
 
• The Jazz Co-ordinator, Eric Myers, formally canvassed 30 musicians and 
bandleaders through the Association. This suggested a recent median decline in 
employment of 50%, and was sufficient to give credibility to our request for Phase 2: 
 
• Which was to persuade the NSW Musicians’ Union to circulate a questionnaire to 
its membership. Membership on the Union register, to whom the survey was 
circulated with dues invoices, amounted to 1564. However only around 780 of these 
were considered to be of financial standing. 108 completed questionnaires were 
returned, a response rate of about 1 in 7, which is relatively high for a written, non- 
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Jazz Co-ordinator Eric Myers: he formally canvassed 30 musicians and 
bandleaders through the Jazz Co-ordination Association… PHOTO CREDIT PETER 
SINCLAIR 
 
anonymous questionnaire distributed by post. Of those who responded, 33% (group 
A) reported no change, and 67% (group B) reported a reduction in performance 
opportunities and income  over the last 12 months. 
 
More than 90% of respondents were in the popular music field – ie., pop, rock, 
country, blues, jazz - which is significantly sustained by pub activity. That is, the 
most serious attenuation of musical activity was in non-classical venues such as 
pubs. Furthermore, a higher proportion of professional musicians had suffered work 
loss than semi-professionals. 
 
Factors Contributing to the Decline.  
 
Among Group B - that is, those who had experienced loss of work over the last year - 
the reasons given were wide ranging.  Frequently cited factors were such issues as: 
the use of piped music, of synthesisers, of taped backing in shows, Karaoke in pubs, 
the DJ dance scene, price undercutting. Agents were frequently mentioned as 
exercising dictatorial control over the industry, frequently in ways that violated 
award rates, but that to resist them was to commit professional suicide. 
 
Above all, however, the surveys also appeared to reinforce press reports on the 
impact of gaming machines. In the first surveys the biggest single factor nominated 
in loss of employment was the installation of gambling facilities, and this perception 
went beyond those adversely affected. In general, there was felt that live music 
performance in Sydney was disappearing - a majority view overall.  
 
• It is my experience that academic writing has negligible impact in the social sphere, 
or even in the professional sector to which it is relevant. But one column inch in a 
daily paper will achieve immediate results and ministerial “please explains”.  Apart 
from a letter to politicians, I also then wrote a broad-brush article, versions of which 
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were published in professional journals and, more effectively, in the Daily 
Telegraph.1 I also presented submissions to the enquiry into the social impact of 
gaming being conducted by the Independent Prices and Regulatory Tribunal, as well 
as to the Productivity Commission’s Enquiry into Australia’s Gaming Industries, 
incorporating a detailed analysis of the level and significance of Australian jazz 
activity.2 All this circulation of information provided a fertile context for the next 
phase. 
 
This was a letter to the NSW Premier, Bob Carr, reporting the outcomes of the 
preliminary research. At that stage I was simply hoping that I might initiate a 
discussion that could lead to some kind of support for more detailed research.  
 
The letter therefore incorporated several sections: 
 
- A preliminary analysis of my own quantitative research into the jazz sector, as I 
have just summarised it; 
- Reference to the quantitative implications on the popular music sector in general. 
In this, I was fortunate in having recently examined Shane Homan’s doctoral thesis 
on the history of popular music regulation in New South Wales since the 1950s, in 
which invaluable data were already assembled, as for example, that in 1993 popular 
music generated income of $697.6 million, of which $212 million derived from live 
performance.3 
- Arguments based on qualitative research, which drew heavily on my more academic 
work in cultural politics. I summarised the point in the following words: 
 

Apart from the international significance of these popular music phenomena, they are crucial 
in constructing local community networks that cut across other divisions in our society - 
professional, ethnic, geographical, class. At any time in the life of a community, the experience 
of locally generated live music is regarded as vital to cultural and collective psychological 
welfare. This is most particularly so in an urban environment where divisive anonymity and 
alienation are prevailing modes of experience. 

 
The problem goes beyond the difficulties experienced by the jazz community, however, and 
even beyond the popular music community in general. As the city approaches the Olympics, 
the arguments for the retention of popular music venues are reinforced by questions of 
economics and international reputation. The city will soon be inundated by record numbers of 
tourists.  Local entertainment venues will be crucial sites at which the distinctive character of 
Sydney will be proclaimed, and prominent among these are those city pubs whose 
architectural and cultural ethos is as unique to this city as such counterparts as “the Dublin 
pub”, “the New York bar and grill”, “the Parisian café”.  It is hoped that the Olympics will 
advertise the city as a tourist destination. Is it part of the image Sydney wishes to project that 
its only pub recreation is gambling? Local music is a vibrant presence in the world’s great 
cities. On present trends, Sydney will soon have none. 

 
The changes I have documented represent a significant shift in the character of recreational 
life in Sydney. Expressed in the simplest terms, on present trends, Sydney will enter the next 
century with no locally and grass-roots generated music as a recreational option. 

 

                                                 
1
 Bruce Johnson, “Music loses, gaming wins”, Daily Telegraph, 16/8/99 p.14 

2
  Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal enquiry into the impact of gaming. Its Report was 

published on line at: www.ipart.nsw.gov.au 
3
 Shane Homan, The Mayor’s A Square: the cultural and regulatory history of popular music venues in NSW 

1957-1997, unpublished  dissertation, School of English, Linguistics and Media, Macquarie University 
(1998) 
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This letter drove the fifth phase, which was a meeting called by the office of the 
Premier’s Department bringing together some of the stakeholders in the issues I had 
raised.  Present were myself  and Eric Myers, representing the jazz sector; the late 
Matthew Elliott, representing Music NSW which is a more or less rock/pop co-
ordinating organisation modelled on the Jazz Co-ordination Association; two 
members of the Premier’s Department; the CEO and the Publicity Officer of the 
Australian Hotels Association (AHA). 
 
The Politics  
 
This was a strikingly instructive meeting in terms of the jostling power relations. I 
had no illusions that my own work had brought about the meeting; the state 
government was beginning to experience increasing criticism about the social 
damage caused by gambling, and manifestations of concern were likely to deflect 
some of this.  The AHA was of course enjoying massive revenue benefits from the 
new poker machine regulations (with taxation benefits also flowing to the state 
government). NSW now had an estimated 10% of the world’s poker machines which, 
in addition, were able to process play even faster than the machines in Las Vegas.   

In fact, poker machines are the lifeblood of Australia’s enormously profitable 

gambling industry. Of the $23.6bn gambled in 2015–16 – the highest per capita 

amount spent anywhere in the world – $12.1bn, or more than $600 each adult, was 

poured through poker machines in clubs and pubs ($5.2bn was lost in casinos). If 

current trends continue, this figure can be expected to grow. It was up from $11.5bn 

in 2014–15 and $11bn in 2013–14. For context, in 2015–16, $2.9bn of Australia’s 

total gambling losses were spent on racing, and $920m was spent on sports betting. 

The AHA representatives were operating within a managerial/journalistic discourse 
of unexamined cultural generalisations and economic statistics. They also clearly 
assumed that the popular music representatives were disgruntled musicians 
representing a minority, uninformed profession driven by flimsy anecdote and 
personal grievance.  And I began with ‘motherhood’ statements about music and the 
‘quality of life’, community identity and such. These were greeted by the managerial 
mentality as unexceptionable but insubstantial platitudes.  

The turning point in the discussion came when the AHA made the point that even 
assuming there might be some damage done to popular music performance, it served 
only a minority, insignificant clientele. I asked if he could estimate the size of the 
popular music workforce and its audience. His estimate of ‘Oh, a few hundred, 
maybe a thousand’ fell far short of the figures I was able to provide. In broad 
summary, the most recent figures that could be extrapolated suggested that in 1991, 
there were   5,953 jazz performers  and 5,235 classical performers in Australia.  In 
1995 audience sizes appear to have been 2.4 million for jazz, and 985,900 for 
classical music.4 That is, jazz musicians were servicing two and a half times as many 
people as the art music sector. And this did not included ancillary employment such 
as bar staff for food and drinks, and delivery services associated with the increased 

                                                 
4
 These extrapolations were published, with other statistics,  sources and documentation, in Bruce 

Johnson, “The Production and Consumption of Jazz in Live performance in Australia”, Jazzchord 
(Jun/Jul 1995), 5-6 
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patronage brought about by live music. These data conclusively invalidated his 
central argument that the sector was negligible. 
 
It is important to emphasise that the whole discussion was, generally, amiable and 
polite, with all parties aware of the need to leave face-saving sanctuaries for everyone 
else: confrontation and the striking of postures were never going to work. 
 
The meeting concluded with an undertaking from the AHA to help investigate the 
problem by including a further questionnaire in a mail-out to their members with a 
request for potential interviewees to contact us. So it was a bonus when a 
representative of the Ministry for the Arts asked how much funding we would like, 
and invited me to make application for around $10,000 to fund the next stage.  I 
then invited Shane Homan to join the project as Co-Investigator, and the grant (split 
between the state ministry and the commonwealth government through the Australia 
Council), was confirmed in time for us to begin an eighteen month project from mid-
2000. 
 

 
 
Shane Homan: he was invited to join the project as Co-Investigator… 
 
The continuing work disclosed the value of research rigour. My definition of research 
is ‘finding out where you are wrong’.  And contrary to universal opinion, including 
my own, it transpired that the decline in live music was not caused by poker 
machines. Gaming machines were in fact an attempt by publicans to find a solution 
to a more basic and prior problem. That is, the irrational and anachronistic laws 
relating to entertainment licenses. In very brief summary, this included: 

-  Inconsistencies in the legislation relating to audience sizes for live music.  
There were limitations on the number of people permitted within a live music 
venue that did not apply to venues where, for example, sports were shown on 
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TV. A publican was allowed to accommodate hundreds of drinkers to watch a 
football match on TV, but if he booked a pianist audience numbers were 
tightly regulated 

- Anachronisms: in the barely noticed transition from British to metric systems 
of measurement, the dimensions of emergency fire exits in older pubs were 
often found to be in violation of regulations. 

- Add to this the increasing value of CBD property and the profit margins on 
lower maintenance usage of space such as a parking station, and these 
anomalies provided useful ways of levering out existing live music activity. 

- Waiting times for live entertainment licenses, and the application process 
itself, lacked clarity and uniformity. 
 

For such reasons, even publicans who wanted live music experienced such costs and 
bureaucratic obstacles, that poker machines were an appealing alternative.  . 
 
Gentrification of the inner city also brought in a demographic with a greater sense of 
entitlement, and litigious aggressiveness, even though they might have bought into a 
precinct with a well-established live music culture.  Indeed at one point, regarding 
the Cat and Fiddle Hotel in Balmain, I found myself straddling that divide. 
 
The Report, Vanishing Acts, was presented to the NSW state government, and 
produced significant legislative changes.  
 
Finally, I want to summarise what we might call the “moral” of the story. Jazz 
musicians and academics are likely to share a disdain for political engagement; the 
former because jazz has sought to locate itself within the discourse of ‘Art for Art’s 
Sake’, the latter because of a fastidious culture of ‘pure scholarship’. In the jazz world 
I have heard this most frequently articulated in such forms as ‘I’m a musician, I don’t 
have time for that bullshit’, and the academic alibi is likely to lie within the socially 
unanchored terrain of theory, particularly in the poststructualist turn: there is 
nothing outside the text. 
 
But in practical terms, this becomes elected disempowerment.  If we want to respond 
to the question ‘So What?’ we simply have to get down and dirty. I am sure all of us 
can articulate irresistible arguments for the spiritual and aesthetic importance of 
music. We can deploy sophisticated cultural theory about the formation of collective 
identity. But we make that music in an environment that frankly doesn’t give a stuff. 
What gave practical force to Vanishing Acts was, finally, brute quantification and 
monetisation, and these could only be achieved by participation in committees and 
prolonged and tedious study of statistics, none of which brings the satisfactions of 
actually playing music.  And what sustained that work was in turn a convergence of 
academic rigour, political engagement, and practitioner knowledge.  
 
The point of this is that ultimately, my status and reputation as an academic and a 
working jazz musician were in themselves of no consequence, though they 
underpinned the rigour which was important.  It was the application of that rigour in 
the public sphere, in the music profession, in a tabloid newspaper, as well as a 
distinctly non-academic profile as a performer, that I think carried the arguments 
home.  Part of the answer to the question about music research, ‘So What?’ is that we 
simply have to bridge the gap between academic and public discourse.  
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